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1. Introduction 

There will probably be four main problems to be solved in relation to polar 
magnetic storms, namely, 

(a) Relation between disturbances in the north and south auroral zones, 
(b) Dimension and shape of the highly ionized e.m.f. producing area, 

(c) Energy and flux density of ionizing agent; 

(d) Physical mechanism of causation of the electromotive force. 

Problem (a) may concern geometry and mechanism of corpuscular stream imping

ing into the polar region upper atmosphere, while problems (b) and (c) may deal with 

physical characteristics of individual corpuscular streams, and problem (d) · would be 

finally solved based on results of solutions of (a), (b) and (c). As for (b), the results 
of the previous worksD ,2)

,s) have shown that dimensions of the area are a few hundred 

kilometers in width (crossing the auroral zone) and 2-4 times the width in length 

along the auroral zone (or in other words along the geomagnetic latitude ,drcle) in 

case of the simplest form of polar magnetic disturbances, namely, in case of the 

dipole-field type pattern. As shown in a report by 0GUTI4)
, it seems likely that the 

real simplest element of instantaneous polar magnetic disturbances is closely connected 

with individual display of overhead aurora, which is much thinner in width and less 

longer in length compared with the values of e.m.f. generating area estimated above. 

In other words, even the dipole-field type pattern may probably be composed of further 

fine structures, and consequently it might be an electromagnetic result of a bundle 

of such simplest elements. It seems that analytical studies on the fine structures 

need much detailed and comprehensive works in future. 

Apart from problems (b) and (d), and also from (c) which is dealt with in other 

place5)
, result of preliminary studies on problem (a) will be chiefly concerned in this 

report. 

2. SD-field in the southern polar region 

Average behaviour of the polar magnetic storms in the southern polar region 

was first obtained for comparison with that in the northern polar region. 18 typical 

magnetic storms with s.s.c. and of maximum Kp �6 were picked up during the IGY 

period. Data of only three Antarctic stations, Little America, Wilkes, and Halley 

Bay, are used in order to see the general tendency of the southern SD-field. Positions 

of these stations are listed in Table 1, together with the others dealt with in this 

paper. 
Now, as for SD-field, special attention was paid for mode of development of the 

SD-field with storm-time, which was pointed out by NAGATA and 0N06\ that the SD

field can be expressed approximately as 

SD= A(Ts)S;(t) , (1) 
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where s;(t) denotes an ideal SD-field pattern depending on local time t and latitude, 

while A(Ts) gives amplitude of the pattern depending on the storm-time. According 

to their studies on the north auroral zone, A( Ts) begins to grow up just after ssc, 

500 T 

Fig. 1. Current vector diagram of average 

horizontal disturbing force of SD

component. 

and it increases with the storm time until 

6-9 hours in Ts, the maximum value of 

A( Ts) being kept during 6 hours or so from 

the time. In the present study, therefore, 

SD-variations for Ts=9h,...., 15h of each storms 

are taken as representative of the well

developed state of polar magnetic storm. 

The average SD-variations thus obtain

ed is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the over

head electric currents equivalent to SD are 

shown by vector arrows. It may be seen 

in this figure that the direction of polar 

cap parallel current is toward 9h in local 

time, and maximum disturbances take place 

at about 4h in the morning side and at 

about 17h in the evening side, the centres 

of current vortices through the auroral zone and the polar cap being situated near 4h 

and l7h meridians respectively in the morning and the evening sides. 

This SD-field pattern in the southern polar region is nearly symmetric with re

spect to the equatorial plane with that in the northern pola:r region. 

It may be concluded substantially so far that the average feature of polar magnetic 

storms in the southern polar region is not different from that in the northern polar 

region, the former being nearly a mirror image of the latter with respect to the 

geomagnetic equatorial plane. 

3. ·Correspondence of geomagnetic activity between the south and 

north polar regions in scale of three-hour range indices 

As is known, geomagnetic KP-indices are determined mostly by geomagnetic 

activities at the northern high latitudes, and by refering only southern data at Am

berley, so that KP-indices may be considered as representing general geomagnetic 

activities in the northern high latitudes. This was confirmed by the fact that K

indices at Wingst (geomagnetic coordinates, 54.5, 94.0) is in extremely good agree

ment with Kp-indices. For the purpose of first step of comparison of the southern 

geomagnetic activity with the northern one, K-indices at the Japanese Antarctic sta

tion, Syowa (geographic coordinates, 69°00'8, 39° 35'E; geomagnetic coordinates -69. 
07, 

77. 06) are compared with KP. According to the well-known definition, scale of K
indices for Syowa is given by 
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In Fig. 2 K-indices at Syowa (Ks) during a part of IGC-1959 period are shown 

together with Kv and K-indices at KAKIOKA, Japan (Kk). Similar comparison of Ks 

was also made with K-indices at Wingst (Kw). It will be seen in this diagram that 

geomagnetic activities at Syowa station in the Antarctic are, in general, very similar 

to those in the northern hemisphere, in other words, Ks , Kv, K1.:, and Kw change with 

time generally in parallel to each other. If we put 

aK = Ks - Kv , 

the average of l3K values for each Kv-index is as follows. 

1 

oK 0.72 

2 

0.53 

3 

0.02 

4 

-0.50 

5 

-1.16 

6 

-0.82 

7 

-0.31 

8 

-0.53 

Average of all is given by BK =0.15. It may be said that this agreement between 

Ks and Kv is not too bad. 

However, Ks shows a remarkable diurnal variation, as it is so at the northern 

auroral zone station also, as will be seen in Fig. 3, where average daily variation in 

SK 

1.0 

-as 

-1.0 -

GMT -�� 

Fig. 3. Daily variation of 

oK=Ks -Kv. 

8.0. 

8.0. • 

4 

8.0. ; Black out 
3-4 March Br ; Auroral brightness 

21-22 Mo.y 

Fig. 4. Local geomagnetic activities in K
indices at Syowa Base with simultaneous 

auroral and ionospheric disturbances. 

i3K=Ks-Kv is illustrated. Now plotting simultaneous values of Ks, Kw and Kv on 

three dimensional coordinates, it is found that Kv and Kw are generally kept identical 

provided that K �5, but sometimes simultaneous values differ from the other two by 

2 or 3 in K-figure. Especially during night time at Syowa station, Ks exceeded KJJ 

and Kw by 3 in several cases. Two examples of such a case are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Any example of such a case is accompanied by display of fairly bright overhead aurora 
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and ionospheric black-out, as shown in the examples given in Fig. 4, indicating that 

a corpuscular stream was impinging into the upper atmosphere in the neighbourhood 

of Syowa station, but probably not widely in the northern auroral zone. It may be 

suggested from the above-mentioned results that impinging of corpuscular stream is 

restricted within a part of the southern auroral zone in rather rare cases, about 2% 

or less in frequency of occurrence, and in most other cases, the upper atmosphere 

activities caused by the corpuscular stream are common in both polar regions. 

4. Relation of individual geomagnetic disturbances between 

geomagn�tically conjugate points 

One to one correspondence of individual geomagnetic disturbances between Arctic 

and Antarctic stations was once examined by AHMED and ScOTT7) . It is found by 

them that difference in time of occurrence of geomagnetic disturbances in the Arctic 

and the Antarctic is often small. 

In the present work, the geomagnetic correspondency is examined in further detail, 

by using exact definition of geometrical relation about "corresponding points" in the 

north and the south polar regions. As already suggested by Vestine8>
•9\ it would 

be the best to take as the corresponding points a pair of mutually conjugate points 

with respect to a geomagnetic line of force. In such a view, Little America in the 

Antarctic and Baker Lake in Canada were selected as a pair of nearly geomagnetically 

conjugate points, and Churchill in Canada and Wilkes, Byrd Station and Halley Bay 

in the Antarctic are adopted as reference points for Baker Lake and Little America, 

respectively. Positions of these stations are as follows. 

Table 1. 

CSAGI Geographic Geomagnetic Exact conjugate point 

No. Name of station given by V estine 

Lat. Long. l Lat. Long. Lat. Long. 
0 , 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 , 

A099 Baker Lake N 64-18 W96-05 73.7 315.1 S75-33 W173-47 

A145 Churchill N58-45 W94.2 68.7 322.7 S74-22 W154-34 

A995 Little America S78-18 W162-10 -74-02 311-59 

A977 Wilkes S66-15 EU0-31 -77.8 179.0 

A997 Byrd Station S79-59 Wl20-01 -70-36 336-01 

A989 Halley Bay S75-31 W 26-36 -65-47 24-16 

In the rightmost column, are also given positions of conjugate points for Baker Lake 

and Churchill, according to VESTINE who computed them by taking into account not 

only the dipole component but also non-dipole components of the geomagnetic field. 

According to the VESTINE's results, Little America is situated at a distance of 

about 600 km (5°42' of arc along the great circle) .from the conjugate point of Baker 

Lake and about 500 km (4 °50') from that of Churchill. On the other hand, geomagne

tic latitudes of these three stations are -74. 00, 73. 07 and 68. 07 respectively. It might 

be considered therefore that Little America is nearly geomagnetically conjugate 
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simultaneity of occurrence of peak in 

IHI between Baker Lake and Little 

America is much better than that be

tween one of them and any of the 

other stations. It may be especially 

remarkable in Fig. 6 that there was 

no appreciable change in Hat Churchill 

around 06h45m GMT, though peaks in 

IHI at the time. at Baker Lake and 

Little America just correspond to each 

other. Times of occurrence of remark

able peak in IHI dealt with here at 

these two stations are as shown in the 

following Table. 

r 
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/00 
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!00 

point of Baker Lake, so far as 

corpuscular beam of a few hundred 

kilometer in mean diameter is. con

cerned. 

As for geomagnetic data, 10 

typical bay type disturbances and 

two magnetic storms with ssc were 

picked up during the period from 

July to November 1957. Only hori

zontal vectors, H = (X, Y) alone of 

disturbances are examined here, be

cause magnetograms of Baker Lake 

are so complicated especially for Z 

owing to their too high sensitivity, 

and further because variation in H 

may well represent intensity of the 

overhead ionospheric currents. Ex

amples of simultaneous bay-type 

disturbances in Hat these stations 

are illustrated in Figs. 5-9. In Figs. 

5 and 6, it may be noticed that 
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Fig. 6. Horizontal disturbance force at different 
stations (Bay-type variation, local night time). 
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Date 
(1957) 
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Fig. 9. Horizontal disturbance force at different stations 
(Bay-type variation, local day time). 

Table 2. 
Approximate time of Time of occurrence of maximum of peak (U.T.) duration of disturbance (U.T.) Little America Baker lake Remark 

06-07h 06h39m 06h39m • 
11-13 12 06 12 09 * 
04-06 04 55 05 00 * 
08-10 09 14 09 10 • 
02-04 02 27 02 30 0 
03-05 04 24 04 24 * 
15-18 15 30 15 50 0 
20-22h3om 20 36 20 40 0 
06 -08 06 45 06 43 • 
09- 10 09 45 09 45 • 

(05h-07hLT) or evening (17h- 19hLT) at another, and daytime (07h -17hLT) at one 

or both, respectively. It may then be noticed that the simultaneity is fairly good, 

difference being within a few minutes, when both stations were at night times or at 

nearly night times. Here it must be taken into consideration that errors in readings 

of the ordinary magnetograms in the present case amount to about 2 minutes. Then, 

the above result may lead us to conclude that peak of bay-type variation takes place 

practically simultaneously at Baker Lake and Little America, provided that both 

stations are in the local night time side. 

Now, correlations among jLJH I variations at these stations are statistically 

examined. In Fig. 10, instantaneous values of ILlH I and their average values for 

every 10 minute internals for the case that both Antarctic and Arctic stations are in 

night side in local time are plotted for Baker Lake vs Little America, Baker Lake vs 

Churchill and Churchill vs Little America, correlation coefficient (r) between the 
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A: Instantaneous value. B: 10 minutes average value. 

values of ordinate and abscissa at each diagram being also given. 
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As seen in these diagrams, correlation between J H I  variations at Baker Lake and 

those at Little America is much better than that between Baker Lake and Churchill 

or between Churchill and Little America, in night time. For case of average values 

for 10 minutes, the correlation between Baker Lake and Little America amounts 

to 0.85, being appreciably better than 

the case of instantaneous values. This 

amount of 0.85 of correlation would 

mean that 10 minute averages of JH J  

variations at these nearly conjugate 

points are practically almost parallel 

to each other. 

On the contrary, Fig. 11 illustrates 

the similar correlations between Baker 

Lake and Little America for instant

aneous value, 15 minute averages and 

30 minute averages of IH I variations 

when both stations are in daytime in 

local time. Clearly, the correlation for 

the daytime is much poorer than that 

for the night time, the correlation 

coefficients for instantaneous values 

and 15 minute averages in the former 
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Fig. 11. Correlation of horizontal disturbance force 
between different stations (Bay-type variation, 
local day time). 

A: Instantaneous value. 
B :  15  minutes average value. 
C :  30 minutes average value. 

being 0.40 and 0.51 respectively against the corresponding values 0. 76 and 0.85 in the 

latter. This definite difference might be attributable mostly to difference in dimension 
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of the cross section area of impinging corpuscular stream, though it might partly be 

due also to a certain difference in mechanism in detail of producing electromotive 

force responsible for the ionospheric currents. That is to say, the cross section area 

of the corpuscular beam in night time may be large enough to cover Baker Lake and 

the conjugate point of Little America in the northern hemisphere and Little America 

and the conjugate point of Baker Lake in the southern hemisphere, but that in day

time may not be sufficiently large. 

Two examples of iH I variations at Baker Lake and Little America in case of 

magnetic storm with ssc are shown in Fig. 12. Coincidence of some peaks of IL1H I  
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5 

Sept. 4 ,  1957  

Nov. 26. 1957  

Fig. 12. Horizontal disturbance force at different 
stations (Magnetic storm). 
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Fig. 13. Correlation of horizontal disturbance 
force between stations (Magnetic storm). 

A:  30 minutes average value. 
B :  2 hours average value. 

during storms can be seen between Baker Lake and Little America, but not generally 

so even when both stations are in night time side. This tendency may be well re

presented by the correlation diagram shown in Fig. 13, where the correlation coefficient 

between 30 minute averages of iL1H i  at Baker Lake and Little America is only 0.32, 

and even 2 hour averages show only a little increase in the coefficient, becoming 0.40. 

It may thus be said that simultaneity and similarity of polar geomagnetic variations 

at geomagnetically conjugate points become much poor during magnetic storms 

compared with those in case of isolated bay-type variations. On magnetic storm days, 
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the rather steady relation between geomagnetically conjugate points connected through 

magnetic line of force may be appreciably disturbed. For instance, geomagnetic lines 

of force near the surface of the cavity surrounding the earth will be much disturbed, 

their some parts being subject even to magnetic turbulent field10) ,1D ; probable distor
sion of geomagnetic lines of force caused by the kinetic pressure of solar corpuscular 

stream may result in breaking the close relationship between two points geomagnetically 

conjugate to each other on quiet days; further there would be many clouds of corpu,s_

cles which could become sources of corpuscular streams impinging towards the earth, 
especially on stormy days. Actually, remarkable distorsion of the outer Van Allen 

radiation belt has already been observed on times of magnetic storms. Thus, it may 

be quite naturally understood that good correlation of iH I variations between Arctic 

and Antarctic stations geomagnetically conjugate on quiet days becomes remarkably 

poor on geomagnetically stormy times. These problems, however, must be examined 

more quantitatively in future by refering much more data obtained at a large number 

of stations of closer network. 
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Fig. 14. Westward drift of geomagnetic bay. 

On the other hand, it was noticed that bay-type variations have a tendency of 

drifting westwards. If we adopt Vestine's geomagnetic coordinates, order of position 

of magnetic stations concerned in this report are Halley Bay (S), Byrd Station (S), 
Churchill (N), Little America (S), and Baker Lake (N), from geomagnetic east to west. 
As shown in an example given in Fig. 14, a bay-type variation takes place first at 
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Halley Bay, and then gradually shifts westward, regardless whether the observing 

station is situated in the north polar region or . in the south one. The velocity of 

shifting is 70 degree/hr-150 degree/hr for various cases, provided that disturbances 

occur in the local night side . It may then be considered that charged particles in the 

corpuscular stream, which are going and returning along geomagnetic lines of force 

between the north and south mirror points, are drifting westwards. This kind of 

motion of charged particles in the geomagnetic field has been well understood theoreti

cally12) , 13) ' and the westward drift suggests that the charged particles playing main 

role of the motion should be of positive charge, probably protons. The drift velocity 

at the geomagnetic equator perpenducular to the geomagnetic line of force in the 

present case is about (1-2) x 106 cm/sec in order of magnitude. Then, the average 

kinetic energy of the positive charged particles is estimated to be (1-2) X l02 KeV in 

order of magnitude. 
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